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MINUSCULE SCHUBERT CALCULUS AND THE
GEOMETRIC SATAKE CORRESPONDENCE
DAVE ANDERSON AND ANTONIO NIGRO
Abstract. We describe a relationship between work of Laksov, Gatto,
and their collaborators on realizations of (generalized) Schubert calculus
of Grassmannians, and the geometric Satake correspondence of Lusztig,
Ginzburg, and Mirkovic´ and Vilonen. Along the way we obtain new proofs of
equivariant Giambelli formulas for the ordinary and orthogonal Grassman-
nians, as well as a simple derivation of the “rim-hook” rule for computing
in the equivariant quantum cohomology of the Grassmannian.
1. Introduction
The goal of this article is to illustrate connections between several circles
of ideas in Schubert calculus, representation theory, and symmetric functions.
The driving force behind the connections we explore is the geometric Satake
correspondence—which, in the special cases we examine, matches Schubert
classes in the Grassmannian (and related spaces) with weight vectors in ex-
terior products (and related representations). We will focus especially on an
equivariant version of this correspondence, where additional bases appear on
both sides. An analysis of the transition matrices for these bases leads us di-
rectly to well-known symmetric functions: the Schur S- and P -functions, along
with their factorial generalizations.
The approach we take is primarily expository, at least in the sense that all the
main theorems have appeared previously. However, in describing a relationship
among notions which do not often appear side by side, we obtain some novel
consequences: new and simple proofs of the equivariant Giambelli formulas for
ordinary and orthogonal Grassmannians, as well as of a rule for computing in
the equivariant quantum cohomology of the Grassmannian. This perspective
should find further applications within Schubert calculus. One theme we wish to
emphasize is this: when some aspect of H∗TGr(k, n) appears related to exterior
algebra, one can expect generalizations via the Satake correspondence, either
to other minuscule spaces, or to other subvarieties of the affine Grassmannian.
Our starting point is a very simple observation, which must be quite old.
The Grassmannian Gr(k, n) has a decomposition into Schubert cells, indexed
by k-element subsets of [n] := {1, . . . , n}. As C-vector spaces, therefore, one
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has
(1) H∗(Gr(k, n),C) = H
∗(Gr(k, n),C) =
∧k
C
n,
and the cohomology ring H∗(Gr(k, n),C) acts as as a certain ring of operators
on the exterior power. The rest of this story is an attempt to add as much
structure as possible to this identification.
As a first step, for k = 1, let us identify the basis of linear subspaces of Pn−1
with the standard basis of Cn:
[Pn−i] = εi in Hn−iP
n−1 = H i−1Pn−1.
(Since the spaces we consider have no odd-degree singular (co)homology, we
will economize notation by always writing Hi and H
i for singular homology
and cohomology in degree 2i.) This induces a grading on Cn, and makes (1)
an isomorphism of graded vector spaces. More generally, writing ΩI for the
Schubert variety corresponding to I = {i1 < · · · < ik} ⊆ [n], we identify
[ΩI ] = εI := εi1 ∧ · · · ∧ εik
in H∗Gr(k, n) = H
∗Gr(k, n).
To be a little more specific, since it will matter later, these are the opposite
Schubert varieties: ΩI is the closure of the cell Ω
◦
I whose representing k × n
matrices have pivots in columns I, with zeroes to the left of the pivots. For
example, in Gr(3, 8) we have
Ω◦{2,4,7} =
 0 1 ∗ 0 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗0 0 0 1 ∗ ∗ 0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ∗
 .
There is a standard bijection between I ⊆ [n] and partitions λ fitting inside the
k × (n− k) rectangle; one puts
λk+1−j = ij − j.
Then, writing Ωλ = ΩI , the grading is realized by codimΩλ = |λ| = λ1+· · ·+λk.
We will write σλ for the (co)homology class [Ωλ].
The essential idea is to exploit the isomorphism (1) and use linear algebra
to develop the basic ingredients of Schubert calculus—including Giambelli and
Pieri formulas. This can be done using elementary (though still nontrivial)
methods.
Again, the first step is to examine the easiest case, where k = 1. The action
of the divisor class σ translates into an operator ξ on Cn, given by
ξ · εi =
{
εi+1 if i < n;
0 if i = n.
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So this has matrix
(2) ξ =

0
1
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
0 0 1 0

and one can view it as an element of the Lie algebra gln (or sln). The basic
observation is that for any k, σ acts on H∗Gr(k, n) (via cup product) just as
the element ξ acts on
∧k
Cn (via the Lie algebra action).
For example, consider σ1 acting on H
∗Gr(2, n). We have
ξ · ε1 ∧ ε2 = ε2 ∧ ε2 + ε1 ∧ ε3
= ε1 ∧ ε3,
corresponding to σ · σ∅ = σ(1). Similarly,
ξ · ε1 ∧ ε3 = ε2 ∧ ε3 + ε1 ∧ ε4,
corresponding to σ · σ(1) = σ(1,1) + σ(2). Note, however, that the action of the
matrix power ξ2 does not correspond to multiplication by σ2 ; for instance, the
Lie algebra action gives
ξ2 · ε2 ∧ ε3 = ε4 ∧ ε3 + ε2 ∧ ε5
= ε2 ∧ ε5 − ε3 ∧ ε4,
which corresponds to the computation p2 · σ(1,1) = σ(3,1) − σ(2,2), where p2 is
the power sum symmetric polynomial.
The question thus arises: are the above calculations merely coincidental?
In the next two sections, we will see that they are not, by viewing them as a
shadow of the geometric Satake correspondence, a major construction in modern
representation theory.
In §4, we show how the equivariant Giambelli formula—which computes a
Schubert class in H∗TGr(k, n) as a factorial Schur polynomial sλ(x|t)—follows
directly from the defining properties of the exterior power, putting compu-
tations of Laksov, Gatto, and others into the general context of the Satake
correspondence. Having done this, it is natural to proceed to the minuscule
spaces of type D: in §6, we apply similar methods to compute equivariant Schu-
bert classes via the factorial Schur P -functions Pλ(x|t), using computations on
even-dimensional quadrics (carried out in §5) in place of projective space. The
functions sλ(x|t) are frequently defined as a certain “Jacobi-Trudi” determinant,
but they may also be written as a ratio of two determinants (as was originally
done by Cauchy); similarly, Pλ(x|t) may be written either as a Pfaffian or as
a ratio of two Pfaffians. A curious aspect of our arguments is that the ratio
description of these functions appears naturally, in contrast to most geometric
arguments (dating to Giambelli), where the Jacobi-Trudi formulation is used.
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We turn to quantum cohomology in §7, where we give a short proof of the
equivariant rim-hook rule for computing in QH∗TGr(k, n). Here the Satake
isomorphism serves only a psychological function, and is not logically necessary:
the main point is that the combinatorial operation of removing a rim hook from
a partition (and picking up a corresponding sign) is precisely that of reducing
the indices of a pure wedge modulo n.
Most of these ideas have appeared in the work of other authors, at least in
some form; as mentioned above, our primary aim is to indicate connections and
extract a few new consequences. We especially mention Laksov, Gatto, and
their collaborators, from whom we first learned of the possibility of a “formal”
Schubert calculus on exterior powers [29, 30, 16, 15], as well as Golyshev and
Manivel, whose perspective on the Satake correspondence inspired much of our
work [18]. More detailed references are given throughout the article, and we
point to further connections in a closing section (§8).
Acknowledgements. This note is partly based on a talk given by the first
author at a conference dedicated to the memory of Dan Laksov (Mittag-Leffler,
June 2014). The ideas grew out of conversations we had with Roi Docampo at
IMPA. We learned about the connection between quantum Schubert calculus
and the Satake correspondence from a remarkable preprint of Golyshev and
Manivel [18], and the debt we owe to their work should be evident. We also
thank Reimundo Heluani and Joel Kamnitzer for helping us understand the
geometric Satake correspondence.
2. The geometric Satake correspondence
A second simple observation is the following: On one hand, the vector space∧k
C
n is a fundamental (and in fact, minuscule) representation V̟k of sln.
On the other hand, Gr(k, n) = PGLn/P̟k , where P̟k is the parabolic corre-
sponding1 to the cocharacter ̟k of PGLn. In fact, if V = C
n is the standard
representation of sln, it is most natural to regard Gr(k, n) = Gr(k, V
∗) as
parametrizing k-planes in the dual vector space.
Work from the 1990’s by Ginzburg [17] and Mirkovic´ and Vilonen [38]—which
in turn builds on work of Lusztig [32] from the early 1980’s—puts this into a
more general context. To describe it we need some terminology and basic facts.
Any reductive group G with maximal torus T comes with a root datum R.
Root data have a built-in duality, and exchanging R with R∨ yields a Langlands
dual group G∨. The details will not be too important for now, beyond this: the
roots of G∨ are the coroots of G, and the characters of the maximal torus
T∨ ⊆ G∨ are the co-characters of T ⊆ G. For example, (PGLn)
∨ ∼= SLn,
(Sp2n)
∨ ∼= SO2n+1, (PSO2n)
∨ = Spin2n, and (GLn)
∨ ∼= GLn. (A significant
part of Ginzburg and Mirkovic´-Vilonen’s program was to give a more intrinsic
construction of G∨.)
1In general, a cocharacter ̟ : C∗ → T ⊆ G determines a reductive subgroup G̟ ⊆ G, the
centralizer of its image; the corresponding parabolic P̟ is generated by G̟ together with the
Borel.
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Let K = C((z)) and O = C[[z]]. The affine Grassmannian of a complex
reductive group G is the infinite-dimensional orbit space
GrG = G(K)/G(O),
topologized as an ind-variety. The essence of geometric Satake is to relate the
geometry of GrG with the representation theory of G
∨. We will describe a very
small part of this correspondence which suffices for our purposes.
The group G(O) acts on GrG via left multiplication, and its orbits are nat-
urally parametrized by dominant co-characters ̟ : C∗ → T . These, by duality,
are the same as dominant characters of T∨. Since there is a well-known in-
dexing of irreducible representations of G∨ by dominant characters, we have a
bijection of sets
{G(O)-orbit closures in GrG} ↔ {irreducible representations of G
∨}
Gr̟ ↔ V̟
and as before the goal is to endow this with more structure.
Let g∨ = Lie(G∨), and take a regular nilpotent element ξ ∈ g∨. (Up to
conjugation, in sln such an element is the matrix from (2). More generally, one
can write ξ =
∑
aiEαi as a sum of simple root vectors.) Let a ⊆ g
∨ be the
centralizer of ξ, an abelian Lie subalgebra of dimension equal to the rank of
g. (In the case of ξ ∈ sln, this subalgebra is spanned by the matrix powers
ξ, ξ2, . . . , ξn−1.)
Theorem 1 (Geometric Satake [17, 38]). There are graded isomorphisms of
algebras
H∗(Gr◦G)
∼= U(a) = Sym∗C a
and vector spaces
IH∗(Gr̟) ∼= V̟,
for all dominant ̟, and these isomorphisms are compatible with the natural
actions of H∗(GrG) on IH∗(Gr̟) (via cap product) and of U(a) on V̟ (via the
representation of g∨). Furthermore, there is a natural basis of MV-cycles in
IH∗(Gr̟) which corresponds to a weight basis of V̟.
The statements proved by Ginzburg and Mirkovic´-Vilonen are vastly stronger:
they establish an equivalence of tensor categories between the category of G(O)-
equivariant perverse sheaves and the representation category of G∨. We will
not need this level of generality, however.
The connected components of GrG are indexed by elements of π1(G), and
in fact there is a natural group structure on the set of components. In the
statement of the theorem, Gr◦G means the identity component, although in fact
all components are isomorphic—as spaces, but not compatibly with the left
G(O)-action.
In general, the orbit closure Gr̟ is singular, hence the appearance of intersec-
tion homology. However, the minimal orbit in each connected component of GrG
is closed, so such Gr̟ = Gr̟ are smooth, and one has IH∗ = H∗ = H
∗. When
G is adjoint (so G∨ is simply connected), these minimal orbits correspond to
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the minuscule weights of G∨. For a minuscule weight ̟, one has Gr̟ = G/P̟.
Furthermore, in this case the MV-cycles are precisely the Schubert varieties in
G/P̟ (as noted in [25, §1]).
Example 2. The minuscule weights of sln are 0,̟1, . . . ,̟n−1, corresponding
to the n elements of π1(PGLn) = Z/nZ. The representations are the exterior
powers
∧k
Cn, and the orbits are the Grassmannians PGLn/P̟k = Gr(k, n).
The minuscule weights of so2n are 0,̟1,̟n−1,̟n, where the nonzero ones
are the fundamental weights corresponding to the three end-nodes of the Dn
Dynkin diagram. The representations are the standard one, V̟1 = C
2n, and
the half-spin representations, V̟n−1 = S
+
n and V̟n = S
−
n . The orbits are the
quadric Q2n−2 = PSO2n/P̟1 , and the two maximal orthogonal Grassmannians
OG+(n, 2n) = PSO2n/P̟n−1 and OG
−(n, 2n) = PSO2n/P̟n .
In type Cn, the weight ̟1 corresponding to the standard representation of
sp2n is minuscule, and in type Bn, the weight ̟n corresponding to the spin
representation of so2n+1 is minuscule. The minimal orbits are isomorphic to
P
2n−1 and OG+(n + 1, 2n + 2), respectively, so they already occur in types A
and D.
Among simple groups G, there are only a few other instances of nonzero
minuscule weights. In type E6, the weights ̟1 and ̟6 are minuscule, corre-
sponding to the 27-dimensional Jordan algebra representation and its dual; the
corresponding varieties are the octonionic projective plane and its dual. In type
E7, there is one nonzero minuscule weight, whose corresponding representation
is the 56-dimensional Brown algebra, and whose corresponding homogeneous
space is known as the Freudenthal variety.
As a special case of Theorem 1, we have the isomorphism
H∗Gr(k, n) =
∧k
C
n,
together with the compatible actions by divisor class and regular nilpotent,
described in the introduction—in particular, it is no coincidence that one can
do this. We will push this further to obtain a new perspective on Laksov’s
computation of the equivariant cohomology of Gr(k, n) in §4.
Remark 3. Let ΛC be the ring of symmetric functions with coefficients in
C. It can be identified with the infinite polynomial ring C[p1, p2, . . .], where
pr = x
r
1+ x
r
2 + · · · is the power sum symmetric function. For G = PGLn, Bott
[5] showed that there is a natural map
ΛC → H
∗Gr◦G,
identifying the RHS as ΛC/(pn, pn+1, . . .) ∼= C[p1, . . . , pn−1]. Furthermore, this
identifies the subspace P ⊆ H∗Gr◦G of primitive classes with the space spanned
by {p1, . . . , pn−1}. Ginzburg’s proof of the first part of Theorem 1 establishes
an isomorphism a ∼= P. So the power sum symmetric functions play a central
role in this story; we will see an echo of this in the rim-hook rule for quantum
cohomology (§7). (A word of caution: this isomorphism does not hold when
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one takes cohomology with coefficients in Z. See [5, Proposition 8.1] for a more
precise statement.)
3. The equivariant correspondence
There is an equivariant version of Theorem 1, whose proof is sketched in
[17]. We will write t for the generic element of the Cartan subalgebra t∨ ⊆ g∨
and use the notation g∨[t] = g∨⊗C[t∨] for the Lie algebra over the polynomial
ring. Given a g∨-module V , there is an induced g∨[t]-module V [t] := V ⊗C[t∨],
where the action is given by
(x⊗ f) · (v ⊗ g) = (x · v)⊗ (fg),
for x ∈ g∨, v ∈ V , and f, g ∈ C[t∨].
Next suppose b∨ ⊆ g∨ is a Borel subalgebra containing t∨. Any character
χ of t∨ extends to one of b∨, and also to b∨[t]. If V is a b∨-module, we can
twist it by the character χ to obtain modules V (χ) and V (χ)[t] for b∨ and b∨[t],
respectively. Concretely, if one writes an element of b∨ = n∨ ⊕ t∨ as x = n+ t,
then for f, g ∈ C[t∨] and v ∈ V (χ) a weight vector for t∨, we have
(x⊗ f) · (v ⊗ g) = (n⊗ f + t⊗ f) · (v ⊗ g)
= (n · v)⊗ (fg) + (t · v)⊗ (fg) + χ(t⊗ f)(v ⊗ g).
Now let ξt = ξ − t in g
∨[t] = g∨ ⊗ C[t∨], where ξ is a principal nilpotent
as before, and t is the generic element of the Cartan subalgebra t∨ ⊆ g∨.
Concretely, for gln this is
(3) ξt =

−t1
1
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
0 0 1 −tn
 .
Let at ⊆ g
∨[t] be the centralizer of ξt. For gln, this subalgebra is spanned over
C[t∨] = Sym∗ t∨ by the matrix powers 1, ξt, ξ
2
t , . . . , ξ
n−1
t .
Theorem 4 (Equivariant Geometric Satake). There are isomorphisms
H∗TGr
◦
G
∼= UC[t∨](at) = Sym
∗
C[t∨] at
inducing compatible actions on
IHT∗ (Gr
̟) ∼= V̟(−̟)[t].
The effect of twisting by the character −̟ is to move the highest weight
vector of V̟ to weight zero. This corresponds to endowing IH
T
∗ (Gr
̟) with a t∨-
module structure so that the fundamental class [Gr̟] has weight 0. This choice
has the advantage of identifying the action of the element ξt with equivariant
multiplication by the divisor class σ . (Of course, a similar isomorphism holds
without the twist; noting that σ = cT1 (O(1)⊗ (−̟)), where O(1) is the ample
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line bundle corresponding to the weight ̟, the untwisted version identifies the
action of ξt with multiplication by c
T
1 (O(1)).)
Example 5. For g = gln, the action of ξt on V̟2(−̟2)[t] = (
∧2
Cn ⊗ (−t1 −
t2))⊗ C[t
∨] is as follows.
ξt · (ε1 ∧ ε2) = ε2 ∧ ε2 + ε1 ∧ ε3 − (t1 + t2 − t1 − t2)ε1 ∧ ε2
= ε1 ∧ ε3,
corresponding to σ · σ∅ = σ(1) in H
∗
TGr(2, n). (The cancellation of the last
term shows why the twist by −̟ is necessary.) Similarly,
ξt · (ε1 ∧ ε3) = ε2 ∧ ε3 + ε1 ∧ ε4 − (t1 + t3 − t1 − t2)ε1 ∧ ε3
= ε2 ∧ ε3 + ε1 ∧ ε4 + (t2 − t3)ε1 ∧ ε3,
corresponding to σ · σ(1) = σ(1,1) + σ(2) + (t2 − t3)σ(1).
Example 6. Still in the case g = gln, let us consider higher powers of ξt. One
computes the matrix powers as
ξjt εi = εi+j − h1(ti, . . . , ti+j−1) εi+j−1 + · · ·+ (−1)
j hj(ti) εi
=
j∑
a=0
(−1)a ha(ti, . . . , ti+j−a) εi+j−a,
where the ha are complete homogeneous symmetric polynomials in the indicated
variables. Incorporating the twist by −̟k, we see the action on V̟k(−̟k)[t] is
ξjt · εI =
(
j∑
a=0
(−1)a ha(ti1 , . . . , ti1+j−a) εi1+j−a
)
∧ εi2 ∧ · · · ∧ εik
+ εi1 ∧
(
j∑
a=0
(−1)a ha(ti2 , . . . , ti2+j−a) εi2+j−a
)
∧ · · · ∧ εik
+ · · ·+ εi1 ∧ εi2 ∧ · · · ∧
(
j∑
a=0
(−1)a ha(tik , . . . , tik+j−a) εik+j−a
)
− ((−t1)
j + · · ·+ (−tk)
j) εI .
For instance,
ξ2t · (ε2 ∧ ε3) = (ε4 − (t2 + t3) ε3 + t
2
2 ε2) ∧ ε3 + ε2 ∧ (ε5 − (t3 + t4) ε4 + t
2
3 ε3)
− (t21 + t
2
2) ε2 ∧ ε3
= ε2 ∧ ε5 − ε3 ∧ ε4 − (t3 + t4) ε2 ∧ ε4 + (t
2
3 − t
2
2) ε2 ∧ ε3.
The leading term agrees with the computation p2 · σ(1,1) = σ(3,1) − σ(2,2) in
H∗Gr(2, n) done in the introduction.
A new feature appears in the equivariant correspondence. Let us pass to
the fraction field C(t∨), and consider g∨(t), etc., as Lie algebras over this field.
Since the element ξt is regular semisimple, its centralizer h ⊆ g
∨(t) is a Cartan
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subalgebra. (In fact, h is just the extension of at to C(t
∨).) So our setup leads
naturally to another basis for V̟(−̟)(t), a basis of weight vectors for h(t),
diagonalizing ξt.
What is this basis on the geometric side of the correspondence? By the
localization theorem (see [21, (6.3)]), there is a fixed-point basis for IHT∗ (Gr
̟)⊗
C(t∨), and in fact this basis corresponds to a (suitably chosen) weight basis for
h.
Theorem 4 (Equivariant Satake, continued). Under the Satake isomorphism
IHT∗ (Gr
̟) ∼= V̟(−̟)[t], equivariant MV -cycles correspond to a weight basis
of V̟(−̟)[t] with respect to t
∨, and the fixed point basis corresponds to a weight
basis with respect to h.
In general, there is ambiguity in choosing a weight basis. However, for minus-
cule ̟, all weight spaces of V̟ are one-dimensional, so a weight basis is deter-
mined (up to scaling) by the Cartan. As noted before, in this case Gr̟ = G/P̟
is homogeneous, and the MV basis consists of (opposite) Schubert classes. This
is the situation we will consider for the remainder of the paper. Let us write
X = G/P̟.
Let us write {σλ} for the basis of Schubert classes in H
∗
TX. The fixed point
set is XT = {pλ} (with λ running over the same set indexing Schubert classes),
and we will write {1λ} for the corresponding idempotent basis of H
∗
TX
T =⊕
H∗T (pλ). The localization theorem says that the restriction homomorphism
(of C[t∨]-algebras)
ι∗ : H∗TX → H
∗
TX
T
becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with C(t∨). An important part of
equivariant Schubert calculus is to compute the restriction of a Schubert class
σλ to a fixed point pµ. Formulas for these restrictions have been given by Billey
for complete flag varieties [4], and by Ikeda-Naruse, who consider special cases
that are related to the focus of this article [23].
The fact that the fixed-point classes form a basis of eigenvectors for ξt is
part of a general phenomenon, with a simple proof. Consider any nonsingular
variety X with finite fixed locus XT , and any class α ∈ (H∗TX)⊗ C(t
∨).
Lemma 7. The idempotent classes 1p ∈ (H
∗
TX) ⊗ C(t
∨) = (H∗TX
T ) ⊗ C(t∨)
form a basis of eigenvectors for the endomorphism x 7→ α · x.
This is almost a tautology. Simply observe that for distinct fixed points p 6= q,
we have 1p · 1q = 0. Writing α =
∑
αp · 1p, the statement follows.
Returning to minuscule Schubert calculus, the restrictions σλ|µ may be re-
garded as matrix entries for the homomorphism ι∗, with respect to the Schubert
and fixed-point bases. The Satake correspondence translates the problem of
computing this matrix into the following:
Find the change-of-basis matrix relating weight bases of the mi-
nuscule representation V̟(−̟)(t), with respect to two (specific)
Cartan subalgebras, t∨ and h, of g∨(t).
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This perspective also suggests a framework for setting up and solving the
problem of computing restrictions of Schubert classes σλ|µ. We will work this
out in types A and D below.
4. A Giambelli formula for Grassmannians
We will describe a proof of the “equivariant Giambelli formula”
(4) σλ = sλ(x|t)
identifying the Schubert class σλ ∈ H
∗
TGr(k, n) with a factorial Schur polyno-
mial, in the spirit of Laksov’s approach to equivariant Schubert calculus [29].
The following definition of the factorial Schur polynomial can be found in Mac-
donald’s book [33, §I.3, Ex. 20]. The (generalized) factorial power is defined
as
(x|t)a = (x+ t1)(x+ t2) · · · (x+ ta).
Let I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ [n] be the subset corresponding to the partition λ; recall
that this means λk+1−a = ia − a. One defines
sλ(x|t) =
det
(
(xj |t)
i−1
)
i∈I,1≤j≤k
det ((xj |t)i−1)1≤i,j≤k
.
An easy computation shows the denominator is
det
(
(xj|t)
i−1
)
1≤i,j≤k
= det(xi−1j ) =
∏
1≤a<b≤k
(xa − xb) =: ∆,
the Vandermonde determinant, so the factorial Schur polynomial can also be
written as
sλ(x|t) =
det
(
(xj |t)
i−1
)
i∈I,1≤j≤k
∆
.
The meaning of the Giambelli formula is this. By the localization theorem,
the equivariant cohomology of Gr(k, n) embeds in that of its fixed locus:
H∗TGr(k, n) →֒ H
∗
T (Gr(k, n)
T ) =
⊕
J
C[t],
the sum being over all k-element subsets J ⊂ [n]. On the other hand, there
is a presentation of H∗TGr(k, n) as a quotient of C[t][x1, . . . , xk]
Sk (symmetric
polynomials in x, with coefficients in C[t]). Composing with the localization
homomorphism gives
C[t][x1, . . . , xk]
Sk →
⊕
J
C[t],
defined on the Jth summand by sending xa 7→ −tja. The precise statement is
this:
Theorem 8. Under the homomorphism C[t][x1, . . . , xk]
Sk → H∗TGr(k, n), we
have sλ(x|t) 7→ σλ. Equivalently, for each J = {j1 < · · · < jk}, we have
σλ|pJ = sλ(−tj1 , . . . ,−tjk |t).
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Proof. There are three simple steps. We describe them informally first, since
we will follow the same pattern in proving a type D formula later.
(1) Work out the case k = 1, corresponding to projective space. Here,
by construction, the element ξt corresponds to multiplication by the
hyperplane class σ on H∗TP
n−1, written in the Schubert basis εi =
[Pn−i]. We choose a basis f i diagonalizing the semisimple element ξt;
by Lemma 7, this basis coincides with the basis of idempotents 1i, up
to scalar. We normalize the f i so that f i = 1i, by requiring ε1 =
f1 + · · · + fn (since ε1 corresponds to 1 ∈ H
∗
TP
n−1). The expansion
of εi in the f j basis is then a localization calculation, which is easy for
projective space.
(2) For each k > 1, take the weight basis {εI} of V̟k(−̟k)[t] =
∧k
C[t]C[t]
n
to be εI = εi1 ∧ · · · ∧ εik . Verify that the action of ξt agrees with
the known formula for multiplication by σ on the Schubert basis of
H∗TGr(k, n), so that we can identify σI = εI . (The latter formula is
often called the equivariant Chevalley formula.)
(3) By Lemma 7 again, the vectors f j1 ∧ · · · ∧ f ik agree with the basis of
idempotents 1J , up to scalar; normalize it so that fJ = 1J by requiring
ε{1,...,k} =
∑
fJ (since ε{1,...,k} corresponds to 1 ∈ H
∗
TGr(k, n)). On the
other hand, formulas from Step (1) expressing εi in terms of f j yield
(determinantal) formulas for εI in terms of f j1 ∧ · · · ∧ f jk ; comparing
with the normalized vectors fJ proves the theorem.
Now we proceed to work this out in detail. It is not hard to see that
fi = εi +
1
(ti+1 − ti)
εi+1 + · · ·+
1
(tn − ti) · · · (ti+1 − ti)
εn
is a basis of eigenvectors for ξt acting on C
n ⊗ C(t) (inverting nonzero charac-
ters). This is related to εi by a unitriangular change of basis. However, note
that σi|pi = (t1 − ti) · · · (ti−1 − ti) (since Ωi = P
n−i is defined by the vanishing
of the first i − 1 coordinates); this means that we must rescale to obtain the
idempotent basis. In fact,
f i =
1
(t1 − ti) · · · (ti−1 − ti)
fi
identifies with the idempotent basis 1i ∈ H
∗
T (P
n−1)T . Since we know the re-
strictions of εi = [P
n−i] to fixed points, we see
εi =
∑
j
(t1 − tj) · · · (ti−1 − tj) f j
=
∑
j
(xj |t)
i−1|xj=−tj f j .
using the generalized factorial power notation. This completes the first step.
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For the second step, we take εI = εi1∧· · ·∧εik as our basis for V̟k(−̟k)[t] =
H∗TGr(k, n). The verification that ξt acts on this basis as σ does on the
Schubert basis is left to the reader (illustrative examples were done above). We
note that the Chevalley formula says
σ · σI =
∑
I+
σI+ + (t1 + · · · + tk − ti1 − · · · − tik)σI ,
where the sum is over I+ obtained from I by replacing some ia ∈ I such that
ia+1 6∈ I by ia+1. (In terms of the corresponding partitions, λ(I
+) is obtained
from λ(I) by adding a single box.)
Finally, from the definition of exterior product, we get
εI := εi1 ∧ · · · ∧ εik =
∑
J
det
(
(xj |t)
i−1|xj=−tj
)
i∈I, j∈J
f j1 ∧ · · · ∧ f jk .
In particular,
ε{1,...,k} =
∑
J
det
(
(xj |t)
i−1|xj=−tj
)
1≤i≤k, j∈J
f j1 ∧ · · · ∧ f jk
=
∑
J
∆J f j1 ∧ · · · ∧ f jk ,
where
∆J =
∏
1≤a<b≤k
(tja − tjb)
is the specialization of the Vandermonde determinant ∆. Since ε{1,...,k} should
be identified with 1 = [Gr(k, n)] inH∗TGr(k, n), this tells us that the idempotent
classes are
1J = fJ := ∆J f j1 ∧ · · · ∧ f jk ,
and we can rewrite the above formula as
εI := εi1 ∧ · · · ∧ εik =
∑
J
(
det
(
(xj |t)
i−1|xj=−tj
)
i∈I, j∈J
∆J
)
fJ
=
∑
J
sλ(x1, . . . , xk|t)|xa=−tja fJ ,
as required. 
Remark 9. It is hard to give clear attribution to the equivariant Giambelli
formula; certainly it was known by around 2000. Reference to it appears in
[27], and a proof is in [37]. In retrospect, the Kempf-Laksov formula [26] is
equivalent to (4). See also [1] for more discussion and an alternative proof.
Likewise, it is difficult to identify the earliest appearance of the connection
between the gln-module
∧k
C
n and the cohomology ofH∗Gr(k, n). While surely
known long before, it appears in several sources by the 2000s [14, 29, 45, 25].
Remark 10. Recall that the Grassmannian Gr(k, n) = Gr(k, V ∗) embeds nat-
urally in P(
∧k V ∗) as the locus of “pure wedges” v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk. Since our
basis ε1, . . . , εn for V is a weight basis for t
∨, the dual basis ε∗1, . . . , ε
∗
n is a
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weight basis for the action of T on V ∗; the points of Gr(k, V ∗) corresponding
to ε∗I = ε
∗
i1
∧ · · · ∧ e∗ik are therefore precisely the T -fixed points. Thus the Sa-
take correspondence exchanges T -fixed points in Gr(k, V ∗) ⊆ P(
∧k V ∗) with
Schubert classes in P(H∗Gr(k, V )) = P(
∧k V ). When considered as cohomol-
ogy classes on Gr(k, V ∗), do pure wedges in P(
∧k V ) have a natural geometric
meaning? What does this correspondence look like when upgraded to the equi-
variant setting?
5. Quadrics
As another example, we describe the correspondence for minuscule varieties
of type D. To set things up, fix a basis
εn−1, . . . , ε1, ε0, ε0, ε1, . . . , εn−1
for V ∼= C2n, and equip this vector space with the symmetric bilinear form
defined by 〈εı, εj〉 = δi,j. (The barred indices should be regarded as notation for
negative integers.) The form identifies the dual basis for V ∗ = V as ε∗i = εı. The
subspaces E = span{ε0, . . . , εn−1} and E = span{εn−1, . . . , ε0} are maximal
isotropic subspaces of V , and we have V = E ⊕ E.
We will take so2n ⊆ sl2n to be the algebra preserving the given bilinear form;
there is also a canonical identification so2n =
∧2 V (see, e.g., [12, §20]). We
take our principal nilpotent element ξ and generic t so that
(5) ξt = ξ − t =

tn−1
−1
. . .
. . . t1
−1 t0 0
−1 0 −t0
1 1
. . .
. . . −tn−2
1 −tn−1

.
Using ε∗ı = εi, ξ can also be written as
ξ = −
n−1∑
i=1
ε∗ı ⊗ εi−1 − ε
∗
1
⊗ ε0 + ε
∗
0
⊗ ε1 +
n−1∑
i=1
ε∗i−1 ⊗ εi
= ε0 ∧ ε1 +
n−1∑
i=1
εi−1 ∧ εi,
which exhibits it as an element of
∧2 V . Similarly, we have
ξt = ε0 ∧ ε1 +
n−1∑
i=1
εi−1 ∧ εi −
n−1∑
i=0
ti εı ∧ εi.(6)
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Note that our indexing conventions and choice of form 〈 , 〉 make it natural to
identify elements of
∧2 V with matrices which are skew-symmetric about the
anti-diagonal.
The odd matrix powers ξt, ξ
3
t , . . . , ξ
2n−3
t all lie in so2n as well, and they are
easily seen to be linearly independent elements of the centralizer at of ξt. Since
ξt is regular, one knows dim at = n; the missing element is
(7) ηt = −
n−1∑
j=1
(tj+1 · · · tn−1)ε0 ∧ εj +
∑
0≤i≤j≤n−1
(t0 · · · ti−1tj+1 · · · tn−1)εı ∧ εj .
For example, when n = 4, this is
ηt =

−t0t1t2
−t0t1 −t0t1t3
−t0 −t0t3 −t0t2t3
−1 −t3 −t2t3 −t1t2t3
1 t3 t2t3 0 t1t2t3
0 0 0 −t2t3 t2t3 t0t2t3
0 0 0 −t3 t3 t0t3 t0t1t3
0 0 0 −1 1 t0 t0t1 t0t1t2

.
When discussing homogeneous spaces, we will assume n ≥ 3 to avoid set-
ting conventions for special cases.2 Consider the (2n − 2)-dimensional quadric
Q = Q2n−2 ⊆ P(V ∗) ∼= P2n−1 of isotropic vectors for the given bilinear
form. (In coordinates, Q is defined by the vanishing of the quadratic form∑n−1
i=0 XıXi, where Xi = ε
∗
i .) The torus T
∼= (C∗)n acts on V with weights
−tn−1, . . . ,−t0, t0, . . . , tn−1, inducing an action on Q.
The quadric Q is homogeneous for PSO2n, and the Satake correspondence
identifies H∗TQ with V̟1(−̟1)[t], where ̟1 = −tn−1 and V̟1 = V is the
standard representation of so2n. To see this explicitly, define Schubert varieties
in Q by
Ωı = {ε
∗
n−1
= · · · = ε∗
i+1
= 0},
Ωi = {ε
∗
n−1
= · · · = ε∗
0
= ε∗0 = · · · = ε
∗
i−1 = 0}
for i > 0; and
Ω0 = {ε
∗
n−1
= · · · = ε∗
1
= ε∗
0
= 0}
Ω0 = {ε
∗
n−1
= · · · = ε∗
1
= ε∗0 = 0}.
2When n = 1, the spaces are 0-dimensional; when n = 2, they coincide with type A spaces.
For n = 3, there are coincidences Q4 = Gr(2, 4) and OG+(3, 6) = OG−(3, 6) = P3. For n = 4,
there are also coincidences Q6 = OG+(4, 8) = OG−(4, 8). The reader may use these to verify
our claims, but beware that the torus actions are usually written differently.
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Identify the Schubert classes σi = [Ωi] in H
T
n−1−iQ = H
n−1+i
T Q with basis
elements εi by
σı = (−1)
i εı and σi = εi,(8)
for i ≥ 0. Using the twist by tn−1, we have
ξt · εı = −εı+1 − (−ti + tn−1)εı for i > 1,
ξt · ε1 = −ε0 − ε0 − (−t1 + tn−1)ε1,
ξt · ε0 = ε1 − (−t0 + tn−1)ε0, and
ξt · εi = εi+1 − (ti + tn−1)εi for i ≥ 0.
On the other hand, taking σ = σn−2 ∈ H
1
TQ to be the hyperplane class,
σ · σı = σı+1 + (ti − tn−1)σı for i > 1,
σ · σ1 = σ0 + σ0 + (t1 − tn−1)σ1,
σ · σ0 = σ1 + (t0 − tn−1)σ0, and
σ · σi = σi+1 + (−ti − tn−1)σi for i ≥ 0,
so (8) compatibly identifies the action of ξt with the product by σ .
Iterating the above computation of ξt · εi leads to a formula for the matrix
entries of ξ2j−1t , for j = 1, . . . , n− 1:
(9)
ξ2j−1t =
n−1∑
k=0
n−1−k∑
i=0
(−1)2j−1−kh2j−1−k(ti, . . . , ti+k) εı ∧ εi+k
+
n−1∑
k=1
(−1)2j−1−kh2j−1−k(−t0, t1, . . . , tk) ε0 ∧ εk
+ 2
n−2∑
i=1
n−1∑
k=i+1
(−1)2j−1−kh2j−1−i−k(−ti,−ti−1, . . . ,−t0, t0, . . . , tk) εi ∧ εk,
where in the last sum, the complete homogeneous symmetric functions are in
i+ k + 2 variables, specialized as indicated to consecutive t’s.
The fixed points in the quadric Q are the 2n coordinate points:
QT = {pn−1, . . . , p0, p0, . . . , pn−1.}
That is, pj ∈ Q ⊆ P
2n−1 is the point with 1 in the jth coordinate and 0
elsewhere. For each i, one computes the weights of T acting on the tangent
space TpiQ to be {tj − ti | j 6= i, ı}, using the notation t = −tj.
Using the defining equations, it is easy to write down the restrictions of
Schubert classes to fixed points. For i > 0, and any j, we have
σı|pj = (−tn−1 − tj) · · · (−ti+1 − tj)
=
n−1∏
k=i+1
(−tk − tj),
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Thus σı|pj = 0 for j < ı, since the factor (−t − tj) is zero—and indeed, in this
case pj 6∈ Ωı.
For i = 0, we have
σ0|p0 =
n−1∏
k=1
(−tk + t0);
σ0|pj = (t0 − tj)
n−1∏
k=0
k 6=j
(−tk − tj) for j > 0;
and all other restrictions are zero. Finally, for i ≥ 0,
σi|pj =
n−1∏
k=0
k 6=j
(−tk − tj)
 i−1∏
k=0
(tk − tj) for j ≥ i,
and all other restrictions are zero.
Finally, we translate these calculations into a change of bases for the rep-
resentation V . Using εı = (−1)
iσı and εi = σi for i ≥ 0, we have [Q] =
σn−1 = (−1)
n−1εn−1, so by setting f i = (−1)
n−11i, where 1i ∈ H
∗
TQ
T is the
idempotent class at pi, we have
εn−1 = fn−1 + · · · + f0 + f0 + · · ·+ fn−1.
More generally, for i > 0 we have
εı =
n−1∑
j=ı
(
n−1∏
k=i+1
(tk + tj)
)
f j ;
for i = 0 we have
ε0 =
(
n−1∏
k=1
(tk − t0)
)
f0 +
n−1∑
j=1
(tj − t0) ∏
k>0,k 6=j
(tk + tj)
 f j;
and for i ≥ 0 we have
εi =
n−1∑
j=i
 i−1∏
k=0
(t2k − t
2
j )
n−1∏
k=i
k 6=j
(tk + tj)
 f j.
It will be convenient to rescale the basis {f i} so that {εi} is related by a
unitriangular change of basis. To this end, for each i let
fi = αif i,
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where, for i ≥ 0, the scaling coefficients are αı = (−1)
n−1−iσı|pı and αi =
(−1)n−1σi|pi . Now we may write, for i ≥ 0,
εı =
i∑
j=0
cjif +
n−1∑
j=0
cjifj,
and
εi =
i∑
j=0
bjifj.
Explicitly, the matrices C = (cji), C = (cji), and B = (bji) are computed as
follows. For i > 0,
cji =
1∏i
k=j+1(tk − tj)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i;
cji =
1∏j−1
k=0(t
2
k − t
2
j )
∏i−1
k=j+1(tk + tj)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i;
and
cji =
2tj∏i
k=0(t
2
k − t
2
j )
∏j−1
k=i+1(tk − tj)
for j > i.
For i = 0,
c00 = 1;
c00 = 0;
and
cj0 =
1
(−t0 − tj)
∏j−1
k=1(tk − tj)
.
Finally, for i ≥ 0,
bji =
1∏j−1
k=i(tk − tj)
.
Note the matrices C and B are indeed unitriangular.
6. Orthogonal Grassmannians
Now we turn to the maximal orthogonal Grassmannians OG±(n, 2n), also
known as spinor varieties. We will maintain the notation from the previous
section, so V = C2n has a bilinear form and basis εi so that 〈εı, εj〉 = δij .
As noted above, the subspace E ⊆ V spanned by ε0, ε1, . . . , εn−1 is isotropic
with respect to the bilinear form, as is the complementary subspace E =
span{ε0, . . . , εn−1}. The orthogonal Grassmannian OG
+(n, 2n) (respectively,
OG−(n, 2n)) parametrizes all n-dimensional isotropic subspaces L ⊆ V such
that dim(E ∩L) is even (resp., odd). We will focus on the “+” case, and write
OG(n) = OG+(n, 2n) from now on.
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The torus T = (C∗)n acts on OG(n) via its action on V = C2n; recall that this
is given by weights −tn−1, . . . ,−t0, t0, . . . , tn−1. The T -fixed points in OG(n)
are indexed by subsets I ⊆ {0, . . . , n− 1} such that the cardinality of I is even.
For such a subset, the fixed point pI corresponds to the subspace
EI = span ({εi | i ∈ I} ∪ {ε | j 6∈ I}) .
For example, p∅ = E.
Schubert varieties in OG(n) are also indexed by subsets I ⊆ {0, . . . , n − 1}
of even cardinality. As for the ordinary Grassmannian, the elements of I index
pivots for Schubert cells Ω◦I , and ΩI is the closure. The isotropicity conditions
mean that exactly one of i or ı occurs as a pivot, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and we
record the positive ones. For example, in OG(4) we have
Ω◦{1,3} =

0 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 • 0
0 0 0 1 • 0 • 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 • 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
 .
(From left to right, the columns are numbered 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3. Stars are
free entries, and bullets indicate entries that are dependent on the others,
by the isotropicity condition.) Similarly, Ω∅ = OG(n), and Ω{(0),1,...,n−1} =
{p{(0),1,...,n−1}}, where 0 is included or not, depending on the parity of n. Schu-
bert varieties are T -invariant.
Frequently one interprets the subsets I as strict partitions λ, simply by re-
versing order from increasing to decreasing. In this context, we will usually
prefer the subset notation to partition notation, although the latter is useful
for indicating containment relations: if I and J are subsets corresponding to
partitions λ and µ, respectively, then ΩI ⊆ ΩJ if and only if λ ⊇ µ as Young
diagrams. We will write I ≥ J in this case. (If I = {i1 < · · · < ir} and
J = {j1 < · · · < js}, then I ≥ J is equivalent to r ≥ s and ia ≥ ja for
1 ≤ a ≤ s.) We write σI = [ΩI ] for the equivariant class of a Schubert variety;
it has degree |I| :=
∑
ia.
Our main goal in this section is to compute formulas for the restrictions σI |pJ .
Since pI is the unique fixed point in the Schubert cell Ω
◦
I , we have pI ∈ ΩJ if
and only if I ≥ J . From matrix representatives, it is easy to see that the normal
space to Ω◦I ⊂ OG(n) at the point pI has weights {−ti + tj | i > j; i ∈ I, j 6∈
I} ∪ {−ti − tj | i > j; i, j ∈ I}. It follows that
(10) σI |pI =
∏
i∈I
∏
j 6∈I
j<i
(−ti + tj)
∏
j∈I
j<i
(−ti − tj)
 .
The corresponding minuscule representation is the half-spin representation
S+ of so2n. A brief description, suitable for our purposes, is in the appendix;
to see this worked out in detail, we recommend [12, §20], [10], or [34].
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Recall our standard representation V of so2n splits into maximal isotropic
subspaces V = E ⊕ E, and we have fixed a basis εi so that εn−1, . . . , ε0 span
E, and e0, . . . , en−1 span E. As noted in the appendix, S = S
+⊕ S− is an ideal
of the Clifford algebra Cl(V ), and S+ has a basis of elements
(11) εI := εı′
1
· · · εı′n−r · ε,
for I = {i1 < · · · < ir} ⊆ {0, . . . , n − 1} of even cardinality, with complement
I ′ = {i′1 < · · · < i
′
n−r}. Here ε = ε0 · · · εn−1.
The Cartan subalgebra is spanned by εı∧εi, and its eigenvalue on the weight
vector εI is computed to be
1
2
∑
j 6∈I
tj −
∑
i∈I
ti
 .
In particular, the highest weight vector ε∅ has weight ̟n =
1
2
∑
j tj. Twisting
by −̟n, the action of t
∨ on V̟n(−̟n)[t] has t · εI = (−
∑
i∈I ti) εI . Straight-
forward computations also show
εı ∧ εi+1 · εI = εı · εi+1 · εI
=
{
εI+ if i ∈ I and i+ 1 6∈ I;
0 otherwise;
here I+ = (I r {i}) ∪ {i+ 1}. Similarly, ε0 ∧ ε1 · εI = εI∪{0,1} if 0, 1 6∈ I, and is
zero otherwise.
This is enough to compute the action of ξt on S
+. For example,
ξt · ε∅ = ε{0,1};
ξt · ε{0,1} = (ε1 ∧ ε2) · ε{0,1} − t · ε{0,1}
= ε{0,2} + (t0 + t1) ε{0,1};
ξt · ε{0,2} = (ε0 ∧ ε1 + ε2 ∧ ε3) · ε{0,2} − t · ε{0,2}
= ε{1,2} + ε{0,3} + (t0 + t2) ε{0,2}.
The Schubert classes are identified by
σI = εI ,
so writing σ = σ{0,1} for the divisor class, the above calculation agrees with
σ · 1 = σ{0,1};
σ · σ{0,1} = σ{0,2} + (t0 + t1)σ{0,1};
σ · σ{0,2} = σ{1,2} + σ{0,3} + (t0 + t2)σ{0,2},
and once again the action of ξt corresponds to multiplication by σ .
Now we are ready for the equivariant Giambelli formula for orthogonal Grass-
mannians. This says
σI = Pλ(x|t),(12)
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where λ is the strict partition corresponding to I (i.e., write I in decreas-
ing order), and Pλ(x|t) is the factorial Schur P-function. These polynomials
were studied by Ivanov [24] and were shown to represent Schubert classes in
H∗TOG(n) by Ikeda [22]; setting t = 0, they specialize to Schur’s P -functions
(see [33, III.8]), which were shown to represent Schubert classes by Pragacz
[42].
Ivanov gives a formula for Pλ(x|t) as a ratio of Pfaffians, similar to the one
defining sλ(x|t), and inspired by Nimmo’s formula for Pλ(x) = Pλ(x|0) [39].
Let A(x) = (aij(x)) be the n× n skew-symmetric matrix with
aij(x) =
xi − xj
xi + xj
,
for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1. Given I = {i1 < · · · < ir}, let BI(x|t) = (bkl(x|t)) be the
n× r matrix with
bkl(x|t) = (xk|t)
il
Form the skew-symmetric matrix3
AI(x|t) =
[
A(x) BI(x|t)
−BI(x|t)
t 0
]
.
Then the Ivanov-Nimmo formula is
Pλ(x|t) =
Pf(AI(x|t))
Pf(A(x))
.(13)
By Schur’s identity, the denominator is
Pf(A(x)) =
∏
i<j
xi − xj
xi + xj
.
Writing PfK(A) for the Pfaffian of the submatrix on any subset of rows and
columns K ⊆ [n], note that
PfK(A(x)) =
∏
k<k′ in K
xk − xk′
xk + xk′
.
Now we can state the theorem. The setting is analogous to that for ordinary
Grassmannians. For each even subset K ⊆ [n], there is a fixed point pK ∈
OG(n) and corresponding restriction homomorphismH∗TOG(n)→ C[t]. On the
other hand, there is a presentation of the cohomology in terms of symmetric
functions, i.e., a surjective homomorphism C[t][x0, . . . , xn−1]
Sn → H∗TOG(n),
and composition with the fixed-point restriction to pK is the evaluation
C[t][x0, . . . , xn−1]
Sn → C[t]
given by xi 7→ −ti if i ∈ K, and xi 7→ 0 if i 6∈ K.
3The indexing most natural to our setup is slightly nonstandard. The rows and columns
of A(x) are labelled n − 1, . . . , 0 (left to right, top to bottom); similarly, the rows of BI(x|t)
are labelled n− 1, . . . , 0 (top to bottom) and its columns are labelled i1, . . . , ik (left to right).
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Theorem 11. Under the homomorphism C[t][x0, . . . , xn−1]
Sn → H∗TOG(n), we
have Pλ(x|t) 7→ σI , where I is the subset corresponding to the strict partition
λ. Equivalently, for each K = {k1 < · · · < kr}, we have
σI |pK = Pλ(x|t)|x=−tK ,
where the specialization x = −tK means xi 7→ −ti if i ∈ K, and xi 7→ 0 if
i 6∈ K.
Proof. We follow the same outline as in type A. The first step has been done
in the previous section, where we worked out the cohomology of quadrics and
the corresponding change of basis between εi and fi. The second step has been
done above: we identify the spinor εI ∈ S
+[t] = V̟n(−̟n)[t] with the Schubert
class σI ∈ H
∗
TOG(n).
It remains to compute the idempotent basis, and the expansion of εI in this
basis. With fi as before, we define spinors fI by the same formula (11) defining
εI :
(14) fI = fı′
1
· · · fı′n−r · f,
where f = f0 · · · fn−1. In fact, f = ε, since the change of basis is unitriangular.
Since ε∅ = σ∅ = 1 ∈ H
∗
TOG(n), we compute this case first (to normalize the
f I basis). Using notation of the previous section,
εı = C · fı + C · fi.
Since C is unitriangular, if we multiply by its inverse and instead consider
ε˜ı = fı + C
−1
C · fi,
we have
ε∅ = ε0 · · · εn−1 · ε = ε˜0 · · · ε˜n−1 · ε
in S+. On the other hand, now we are in the situation of the Theorem of the
Appendix, which says
ε∅ =
∑
K
PfK(C
−1
C)fK .
To compute these Pfaffians, it helps to introduce the n× n diagonal matrix
S = (t0 − tn−1) · · · (tn−2 − tn−1), (t0 − tn−1) · · · (tn−3 − tn−2), · · · , t0 − t1, 1).
Then SC
−1
CS = A = (aji), where aji =
tj−ti
tj+ti
. So for any K ⊆ [n],
PfK(A) = PfK(SC
−1
CS) = detK(S) · PfK(C
−1
C),
where detK(S) means the determinant of the submatrix on rows and columns
K. Combining the formulas
detK(S) =
∏
i<k
k∈K
(ti − tk) and PfK(A) =
∏
i<j
i,j∈K
tj − ti
tj + ti
,
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we obtain
PfK(C
−1
C) =
1∏
i<k
i,k∈K
(−ti − tk)
∏
i<k
i 6∈K,k∈K
(ti − tk)
.
Therefore, the idempotent classes fK are determined by writing
ε∅ =
∑
K
fK ,
that is, by setting
fK = PfK(C
−1
C)fK.
Equivalently,
fK =
 ∏
i<k
i,k∈K
(−ti − tk)
∏
i<k
i 6∈K,k∈K
(ti − tk)
 fK .
Now we compute εI . Using notation from our computations at the end of
§5, the transition between εi and fi has the form[
C B
C 0
]
.
Since the Theorem of the Appendix computes εI as (−1)
|I|εi1 · · · εir ·ε∅, we may
replace εı by ε˜ı, which amounts to using the matrix[
C
−1
C B
w◦ 0
]
,
where w◦ is the n × n matrix with 1’s on the antidiagonal and 0’s elsewhere.
Now formula (A.4) says
(15) εI =
∑
K
PfK(AI)fK ,
where
AI =
[
C
−1
C BI
−B
t
I 0
]
and BI is the submatrix of B on columns I.
(Note that unitriangularity of the matrix relating εi and fi implies that
εI = fI +
∑
K>I
PfK(AI)fK
=
∏
j<i
i,j∈I
(−tj − ti)
∏
j<i
j 6∈I,i∈I
(tj − ti)
 f I + · · · ,
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which agrees with the formula (10) for σI |pI .)
To conclude the proof, we must relate the coefficients PfK(AI) to the evalu-
ations Pλ(x|t)|x=−tK . Observe first that
Pf(A(x))|x=−tK =
∏
k′<k in K
−tk′ + tk
−tk′ − tk
= PfK(A)
= detK(S) PfK(C
−1
C).
Furthermore, scaling the first n rows and columns of AI by S, one computes[
SC
−1
CS SBI
−B
t
IS 0
]
=
[
A(x) BI(x|t)
−BI(x|t)
t 0
]∣∣∣∣∣
x0=−t0,...,xn−1=−tn−1
,
and also that
PfK
[ A(x) BI(x|t)
−BI(x|t)
t 0
]∣∣∣∣∣
xj=−tj , all j

=
(
Pf
[
A(x) BI(x|t)
−BI(x|t)
t 0
])∣∣∣∣∣
x=−tK
.
Taking Pfaffians on rows and columns K, it follows that
PfK(AI) · detK(S) =
(
Pf
[
A(x) BI(x|t)
−BI(x|t)
t 0
])∣∣∣∣∣
x=−tK
.
So the Ivanov-Nimmo formula gives
Pλ(x|t)|x=−tK =
PfK(AI)
PfK(C
−1
C)
,
which is precisely the coefficient of fK = PfK(C
−1
C)fK in the expansion of εI
in (15). 
7. Rim hook rules for quantum cohomology
Consider a homogeneous space X = G/P such that H2(X) ∼= C. (This
includes all minuscule G/P .) The (small) quantum cohomology ring of X is a
C[q]-algebra QH∗(X) = C[q] ⊗ H∗(X), where q is a formal parameter whose
degree depends on X, equipped with a product which deforms the usual cup
product on H∗(X); the structure constants in QH∗(X) are 3-point Gromov-
Witten invariants, counting certain rational curves in X. Using the action of a
maximal torus T ⊆ G on X, there are also equivariant versions QH∗T (X). We
will write T = (C∗)n, and
S = Sn = H
∗
T (pt)
∼= Z[t1, . . . , tn],
so QH∗T (X) is an algebra over S[q].
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For any N , consider the embedding of Grassmannians
ι : Gr(k,N) →֒ Gr(k,N + 1)
corresponding to the standard embedding of CN in CN+1 (as the span of the
first N standard basis vectors). Let us write TN = (C
∗)N , and SN = H
∗
TN
(pt).
There is a similar embedding of TN in TN+1 (corresponding to the map on
character groups ZN+1 → ZN sending tN+1 to 0 and all other ti to ti). The
embedding ι is equivariant with respect to the inclusion of tori and their natural
actions on the Grassmannians, so we have an inverse system of graded homo-
morphisms ι∗ : H∗TN+1Gr(k,N + 1)→ H
∗
TN
Gr(k,N). Let H∗T∞Gr(k,∞) be the
graded inverse limit. This ring can be identified with the ring of symmetric
polynomials in variables x1, . . . , xk, with coefficients in S∞.
Writing Ω
(N)
λ for the Schubert variety in Gr(k,N) and σ
(N)
λ for its equivari-
ant cohomology class, one checks that ι−1Ω
(N+1)
λ = Ω
(N)
λ , and it follows that
ι∗σ
(N+1)
λ = σ
(N)
λ . Therefore we have well-defined classes σλ ∈ H
∗
T∞
Gr(k,∞).
Fixing n and T = Tn, for N > n, consider a (different) inclusion of tori
T →֒ TN given by
(z1, z2, . . . , zn) 7→ (z1, z2, . . . , zn, z1, z2, . . .);
equivalently, take the map on character groups ZN → Zn given by ti 7→
ti (mod n), where the representatives mod n are taken to be 1, . . . , n. This also
defines a ring homomorphism S∞ → Sn, inducing an algebra homomorphism
H∗T∞Gr(k,∞) → H
∗
TGr(k,∞). We will see how to extend this to a homomor-
phism H∗TGr(k,∞)→ QH
∗
TGr(k, n).
The rim hook rule4 for the equivariant quantum cohomology of Gr(k, n) is
a recipe for computing quantum products in terms of ordinary products on
Gr(k,N), for N > n. Given any partition λ, an n-rim hook (also called an
n-border strip) is a connected collection of n boxes on the southeast border of
its diagram, with exactly one box in each diagonal, such that the complement
µ is also the diagram of a partition. If the boxes appear in rows i through j of
the diagram, the height of the rim hook is j − i. See Figure 1 for an example,
and [33, §I.1] for more details.
Any partition λ has a well-defined n-core µ, which is the partition obtained
by removing all possible n-rim hooks from λ, in any order. The parity of the
sum of the heights of these rim hooks is also independent of choices, so we
can define ǫ(λ/µ) =
∑
δ height(δ) (mod 2), taking the sum over a pieces of a
decomposition of the skew shape λ/µ into n-rim hooks δ.
Under the bijection between partitions λ with k parts and k-element subsets I
of {1, 2, . . .}, the operation of removing an n-rim hook corresponds to replacing
some element i ∈ I with i − n (and an n-rim hook exists only if there is an
i > n such that i−n is not in I); the height of such a rim hook is the length of
4The non-equivariant rim hook rule was discovered by Bertram, Ciocan-Fontanine, and
Fulton during the 1996–7 program on quantum cohomology at Institut Mittag-Leffler [3].
Beazley, Bertiger, and Taipale gave an equivariant generalization [2].
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Figure 1. A 7-rim hook of height 2.
the permutation needed to sort the resulting set into increasing order. Taking
the n-core of λ can be described as follows. Write the elements of I as sin+ ri,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ ri ≤ n. Next consider the multiset of residues {ri}.
For each r that appears in this multiset, replace the jth occurrence of r by
r + (j − 1)n, obtaining a set I of k distinct integers with the same multiset of
residues modulo n. The n-core of λ is the partition µ corresponding to I, and
the sign (−1)ǫ(λ/µ) is the sign of the permutation needed to sort I (see [33, §I.1,
Ex. 8]).
For example, consider λ = (7, 6, 3). For k = 3, this corresponds to the set
I = {4, 8, 10}. There are two ways to remove a 7-rim hook: replace 10 with 3
(obtaining I ′ = {4, 8, 3}) or replace 8 with 1 (obtaining I ′ = {4, 1, 10}). In the
first case, the permutation which sorts I ′ has length 2, and in the second it has
length 1. To find the 7-core, write residues modulo 7 to obtain {4, 1, 3}; this is
sorted to I = {1, 3, 4} by a permutation of length 2, so µ = (1, 1) and ǫ(λ/µ) is
even.
Given a class σλ ∈ H
∗
T∞
Gr(k,∞), for λ = (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk ≥ 0), let µ be the
n-core of λ and define a linear map
ϕ : H∗T∞Gr(k,∞)→ QH
∗
TGr(k, n)
σλ 7→
{
(−1)(k−1)s+ǫ(λ/µ) qs σµ if µ ⊆ ρk,n−k,
0 otherwise,
where s = (|λ| − |µ|)/n is the number of rim hooks removed from λ to obtain
µ. This map factors into the specialization homomorphism H∗T∞Gr(k,∞) →
H∗TGr(k,∞) described above, followed by a linear map ψ : H
∗
TGr(k,∞) →
QH∗TGr(k, n) which is given by the same formula as ϕ. The first is clearly
an algebra homomorphism (with respect to the ring map S∞ → S which cycli-
cally specializes the t variables), while the second is a priori a homomorphism
of S-modules.
Theorem 12 (Equivariant rim hook rule [3, 2]). The map ϕ respects multipli-
cation: it is a surjective homomorphism of algebras, compatible with the cyclic
specialization S∞ → S.
It suffices to show that the second factor ψ is a surjective ring homomorphism.
We will give a simple proof, inspired by the Satake correspondence. (A similar
construction was described by Gatto [14]. The phrasing in terms of reduction
modulo n also appears in work by Buch [7, Corollary 1] and Sottile [44].) The
basic idea is to show that the kernel of ψ is an ideal, so that ψ induces a ring
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structure on its image; then apply Mihalcea’s characterization of the quantum
product [36] to conclude that the product induced by ψ is the quantum product.
Before proving the theorem, we first consider the easier case of projective
space, so k = 1. Writing a class in H∗TP
∞ as σsn+i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the
rim hook rule says ψ(σsn+i) = q
sσi. (In this case, ψ is an isomorphism of S-
modules.) Both H∗TnP
∞ and QH∗TP
n−1 are free S-algebras, generated by the
divisor class σ = σ1, so to see that ψ is an isomorphism of algebras it suffices
to check that it respects multiplication by σ . This is a simple application of
a special case of the equivariant (quantum) Pieri rule [36]: in H∗TP
∞ one has
σ · σi = σi+1 + (t1 − t(i+1) (mod n))σi,
and in QH∗TnP
n−1 one has
σ · σi =
{
σi+1 + (t1 − ti+1)σi for i < n− 1,
q σ0 + (t1 − tn)σn−1 for i = n− 1.
This computation can be rephrased to make it analogous to the one we did
in the introduction. There are homomorphisms with compatible identifications
(16)
H∗T∞P
∞ H∗TP
∞ QH∗TP
n−1
(S∞)
∞ (S)∞ (S[q])n,
ψ
ψ
where the first horizontal map is given by the cyclic specialization ti 7→ ti (mod n)
as above. Identifying the standard basis εi with σi−1 as before, the rim hook
rule says ψ is given by εsn+i 7→ q
sεi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (Recalling that εi is a
weight vector with weight ti, one sees that the cyclic specialization is necessary
to make the second map compatible with the Sn-module structure.)
Multiplication by σ on H∗T∞P
∞ is given by the infinite matrix ξt with
−t1,−t2, . . . on the diagonal, 1’s on the subdiagonal, and 0’s elsewhere. (One
should twist (S∞)
∞ by e−t1 as in §3 to get the correct action.) Specializing the
diagonal variables modulo n and applying the homomorphism ψ, the action of
ξt on (S∞)
∞ is transformed into the action of the n× n matrix
(17) ξq,t =

−t1 q
1
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
0 0 1 −tn

on (S[q])n, which agrees with multiplication by σ in QH∗TP
n−1.
Lemma 13. The S-module homomorphism ψ : H∗TGr(k,∞) → QH
∗
TGr(k, n)
is surjective, and its kernel is an ideal.
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Proof. It is straightforward to see that ψ is surjective, and we leave this to the
reader. It is also easy to see that the kernel is generated (as an S-module) by
two types of elements:
(1) classes σλ such that the n-core of λ does not fit in ρk,n−k; and
(2) differences (−1)ǫ(λ/µ)σλ − (−1)
ǫ(λ′/µ)σλ′ , for two partitions λ, λ
′ of the
same size and with the same n-core µ.
We will show that the products of such elements with S-algebra generators for
H∗TGr(k,C
∞) are also in the kernel of ψ.
Making identifications
(18)
H∗TGr(k,∞) QH
∗
TGr(k, n)
∧k
S S
∞
∧k
S[q](S[q])
n,
ψ
ψ
up to sign the homomorphism ψ is induced by the corresponding map described
above for projective space: if one sends εsn+i to ((−1)
k−1q)s εi, then ψ is the
induced map on the kth exterior power. Furthermore, from this point of view,
the operators ξt, ξ
2
t , . . . , ξ
k
t —or rather, the cohomology classes they correspond
to—form a set of S-algebra generators for H∗TGr(k,∞). (To see this, recall that
H∗TGr(k,∞) is isomorphic to the ring of symmetric polynomials in k variables
with coefficients in S, and that the leading term of ξjt corresponds to multi-
plication by the power sum function pj; these generate the ring of symmetric
polynomials, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.)
Now let us consider the generators of the kernel of ψ, using the correspon-
dence between partitions and k-element sets to write classes in H∗TGr(k,∞) as
σλ = εI . For I = {i1 < · · · < ik}, extract residues by writing ia = san + ra.
The n-core of λ fits inside ρk,n−k if and only if the residues ra are all distinct,
and two partitions λ, λ′ share the same n-core if and only if the corresponding
sets I, I ′ share the same multiset of residues.
Suppose εI is the first type of generator for the kernel, so I has at least two
elements i, i′ with the same residue modulo n. Reordering as necessary, we can
write
εI = ±(εi ∧ εi′ ∧ · · · ).
Using the formula from Example 6,
ξjt · (εi ∧ εi′ ∧ · · · ) =
(
j∑
a=0
(−1)a ha(ti, . . . , ti+j−a) εi+j−a
)
∧ εi′ ∧ · · ·
+ εi ∧
(
j∑
a=0
(−1)a ha(ti′ , . . . , ti′+j−a) εi′+j−a
)
∧ · · ·
+ ( terms involving εi ∧ εi′ ∧ · · · );
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Due to the cyclic specialization, the subscripts on the t variables should be
read modulo n, and since i ≡ i′ (mod n), the coefficients ha(ti, . . . , ti+j−a) and
ha(ti′ , . . . , ti′+j−a) are equal. After applying ψ, the first two terms cancel, and
all the others go to zero. It follows that ξjt · εI also lies in the kernel.
The second case is similar. Recall that the sign (−1)ǫ(λ/µ) is equal to the
sign of the permutation needed to sort the residues of I into increasing order.
Suppose I and I ′ have the same (distinct) residues modulo n, and are such that
the correpsonding partitions λ and λ′ have the same size. Then
(−1)ǫ(λ/µ) εI−(−1)
ǫ(λ′/µ) εI′ = (εs1n+r1∧· · ·∧εskn+rk)−(εs′1n+r1∧· · ·∧εs′kn+rk),
for r1 < · · · < rk. A calculation analogous to the previous one shows that the
product of this difference with ξjt remains in the kernel of ψ. 
Proof of Theorem 12. As remarked above, it suffices to show that ψ is a ring
homomorphism. By the lemma, ker(ψ) is an ideal of H∗TGr(k,∞). Let A =
H∗TGr(k,∞)/ ker(ψ), and write q ∈ A for the image of (−1)
k−1σn. This makes
A an S[q]-algebra, with an S[q]-module basis indexed by partitions fitting inside
ρk,n−k. The homomorphism ψ maps this basis onto the Schubert basis for
QH∗TGr(k, n). We must check that this is an isomorphism of algebras.
By Mihalcea’s characterization of QH∗TGr(k, n) [36, Corollary 7.1], it suffices
to check that the isomorphism respects multiplication by the divisor class σ1.
On one hand, multiplication by σ1 on A is given by the action of a matrix ξq,t
on
∧k
S[q](S[q])
n ⊗ e−̟k . (The matrix ξq,t is the one of (17), with q replaced by
(−1)k−1q.) That is,
ξq,t · εI = εi1+1 ∧ εi2 ∧ · · · ∧ εik + · · ·+ εi1 ∧ εi2 ∧ · · · ∧ εik+1
+ (t1 + · · ·+ tk − ti1 − · · · − tik) εI
(+ qε1 ∧ εi1 ∧ · · · ∧ εik−1),
with the last term occurring only if ik = n and i1 > 1. Writing this in terms
of partitions, one recovers exactly the equivariant quantum Pieri formula [36,
Theorem 1] for multiplication by σ1 in QH
∗
TGr(k, n), as desired.
5

8. Closing remarks and other directions
8.1. Relation to quantum integrability. In [19, 20], Gorbounov, Korff, and
Stroppel indicate an alternative approach to the (equivariant) rim-hook rule,
based on quantum integrability of the six-vertex model. This model can be seen
as a degeneration of the Yangian Hopf algebra (a certain quantum group) which
governs the cohomology of the cotangent space of the Grassmannian. This fits
in a major program initiated by Maulik and Okounkov to relate representation
theory of quantum groups to enumerative geometry [35], [41], [43].
The authors of [19, 20] consider a vector space V = Cv0⊕Cv1. The standard
basis {vω1 ⊗ vω1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ vωn} of V
⊗n, where ωi ∈ {0, 1}, can be identified with
5Our indexing of t variables is reversed when compared with that of [36], since we use
opposite Schubert classes.
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set of 01-words {ω = ω1ω2 . . . ωn}. The set of words {ω :
∑n
i=1 ωi = k} is in
bijection with the set of multi-indexes I = {i1 < · · · < ik} ⊆ [n]. The bijection
is given by sending I to the 01-word with 1’s in positions i1, . . . , ik and 0’s
elsewhere. Through this identification, let Vk ⊆ V
⊗n be the vector subspace
generated by vectors indexed by this set. In [20], two bases for Vk⊗C[t1, . . . , tn]
are constructed, which are called respectively standard or spin basis6 and the
Bethe vector basis. Then a connection is made with equivariant cohomology of
the Grassmannian, by identifying those bases with the Schubert basis and the
torus fixed point basis, respectively. The authors construct certain (generating
series of) operators denoted A + qD ([20, §5]) acting on the spin basis which
match the action of quantum multiplication by the divisor class on the Schubert
basis.
This is analogous to the setup from the previous section, where the principal
nilpotent ξt is corrected by the nilpotent matrix
q

0 1
0
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
0 0 0 0

in order to match the quantum equivariant Chevalley rule after a twist.
We should also mention another closely related result by Lam and Templier,
[30, Proposition 4.13] where essentially the same presentation of the quantum
Chevalley operator is given.
8.2. Mirror symmetry and the Gamma Conjectures. Mirror symmetry
for Fano varieties roughly claims a correspondence which associate to each
Fano variety X a smooth quasi-projective variety Y endowed with a flat map
w : Y −→ A1 with quasi-projective fibres, called superpotential. Under this
correspondence critical points of w give rise to vanishing cycles which through
homological mirror symmetry correspond to objects of the derived category
Db(X) of coherent sheaves on X.
The Gamma conjectures were formulated by Galkin, Golyshev and Iritani
in [13], refining previous conjectures by Dubrovin [11]. They claim that simple
eigenvalues of a certain variation of the quantum Chevalley operator denoted ⋆0
are related to characteristic classes Γ̂XCh(E), where E is an exceptional object
of Db(X), which in turn are constructed through flat sections of Dubrovin’s
quantum connection
(19) ∇z∂z = z
∂
∂z
−
1
z
(c1(X)⋆0) + µ,
a meromorphic flat connection on the trivial bundle H∗(X)×P1 → P1. In (19)
µ is the grading operator on H∗(X) and z is a local coordinate on P1.
6This “spin basis” is not directly connected to spin representations and the orthogonal
Grassmannian, as far as we are aware.
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The Gamma conjectures were proved for Grassmannians in [13], (see also
[9]), by making fundamental use of the quantum correction to the Satake cor-
respondence.
8.3. Other representations. We have focused on minuscule representations
in types A and D, with their corresponding (minuscule) homogeneous spaces
G/P : Grassmannians, quadrics, and orthogonal Grassmannians. It is natural
to ask what can be said for other spaces.
In other types (E6 and E7), there is only one minuscule space, up to isomorphism—
so the approach we used in Sections 4 and 6 does not seem productive. Iso-
morphisms between quantum cohomology of these spaces and corresponding
representations were worked out by Golyshev and Manivel [18]. On the other
hand, it would be interesting to see an analogue of the rim-hook rule for or-
thogonal Grassmannians, presumably related to an infinite-dimensional spin
representation.
In a different direction, one can ask for the transition matrices between the
“ε” and “f” bases of non-minuscule representations. This should correspond
to localization formulas for MV-cycles. We have seen Schur S- and P -functions
appear naturally in the exterior and spin representations; what other symmetric
functions arise this way?
Appendix: Pfaffians and spinors
In this appendix, we prove a change-of-basis formula in the spin represen-
tation, where Pfaffians play the role analogous to determinants in the exterior
algebra. This refines similar formulas of Chevalley and Manivel [10, 34].
First, for any complex vector space V with symmetric bilinear form 〈 , 〉, the
associated Clifford algebra is the quotient of the tensor algebra by two-sided
ideal forcing the relation v · w + v · w = 〈v,w〉1 for all vectors v,w ∈ V :
Cl(V ) := T •(V )/(v ⊗ w + w ⊗ v − 〈v,w〉1).
(Note that this definition differs slightly from the standard one, where 〈v,w〉1
would be replaced by 2〈v,w〉1 — but it is equivalent, up to rescaling the form
〈 , 〉, since we are not in characteristic 2.) If the bilinear form is zero, this is
just the exterior algebra: Cl(V ) ∼=
∧• V . In general, dimCl(V ) = 2dimV , with
a basis consisting of products vI = vi1 · · · vik of distinct basis elements of V .
(One can prove this by degenerating to the exterior algebra.)
We note the following general formulas in Cl(V ), which are immediate from
the defining relations. First, if x and y are orthogonal vectors in V (i.e., 〈x, y〉 =
0), then
x · y = −y · x(A.1)
in Cl(V ). Next, suppose x = x1 · · · xr ∈ Cl(V ) is a product of vectors in V
such that X = span{x1, . . . , xr} ⊆ V is isotropic. Then for any vector y ∈ X,
y · x = 0(A.2)
in Cl(V ).
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From now on, we assume dimV = 2n and its bilinear form is nondegenerate.
Let yn−1, . . . , y0, y0, . . . , yn−1 be an “orthogonal basis”, meaning 〈yı, yj〉 = δij .
(We interpret the bar as a negative sign, so ı = i.) Let y = y0 · · · yn−1. The
spin representation is the left ideal
S = Cl(V ) · y.
A (pure) spinor is an element of the form z · y ∈ S, where z = z1 · · · zn is a
product of vectors z1, . . . , zn ∈ V which span a maximal isotropic subspace of
V .
Let [m] = {0, . . . ,m − 1} for any integer m ≥ 1. For a subset I = {i1 <
· · · < ir} ⊆ [n], let I
′ = {i′1 < · · · < i
′
n−r} = [n] r I. Given such an I, the
corresponding standard spinor is
yI := yı′
1
· · · yı′n−r · y.
These form a basis for S, as I ranges over all subsets of [n]. Note that y∅ =
y0 · · · yn−1 · y, and
yi1 · · · yir · y∅ = (−1)
i1+···+iryI ,(A.3)
which is sometimes useful.
The spin representation becomes an so2n-module via the embedding so2n ∼=∧2 V →֒ Cl(V ) by
v ∧ w 7→
1
2
(v · w −w · v) = v · w −
1
2
〈v,w〉1.
So so2n preserves the parity of basis vectors of Cl(V ), and the spin representa-
tion breaks into two irreducible half-spin representations
S = S+ ⊕ S−.
Our convention will be that S+ is spanned by standard spinors yI , with I an
even subset of [n], i.e., it has even cardinality.
Now let xn−1, . . . , x0, x0, . . . , xn−1 be another orthogonal basis, and assume
it is related to the yi’s by a unitriangular matrix:
xı = yı +
∑
j<i
cjiy +
n−1∑
j=0
cjiyj
and
xi = yi +
∑
j>i
bjiyj.
Thus x = x0 · · · xn−1 is equal to y = y0 · · · yn−1.
We define pure spinors xI analogously, by
xI := xı′
1
· · · xı′n−r · y.
Our goal is to compute the expansion of xI in the basis yK .
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In fact, we will be free to multiply by the inverse of the matrix C = (cji) and
assume that xı is written
xı = yı +
n−1∑
j=0
ajiyj.
In this case, the fact that the xı span an isotropic space is equivalent to the
fact that the matrix A = (aji) is skew-symmetric. Up to appropriately indexing
rows and columns, the x basis is related to the y basis by a matrix of the form(
A B
w◦ 0
)
,
where w◦ is the matrix with 1’s on the antidiagonal and zeroes elsewhere. The
top n rows determine a skew-symmetric matrix (by replacing w◦ with −B
t).
For a subset I ⊆ [n], let B(I) be the submatrix formed by taking columns I of
B, and let A(I) be the skew-symmetric matrix
A(I) =
(
A B(I)
−B(I)t 0
)
.
Only the top n rows are needed to perform operations with such a matrix. For
instance, if n = 3 and I = {1}, the top rows are 0 a21 a20 b20 b21 10 a10 b10 1 0
0 1 0 0

and
A(I) =

0 a21 a20 b21
−a21 0 a10 1
−a20 −a10 0 0
−b21 −1 0 0

For even r, the Pfaffian of any r × r skew-symmetric matrix A may be
computed recursively using the Laplace-type expansion formula
Pf(A) =
r−1∑
j=1
(−1)j−1ajr Pf ĵ,r(A),
where Pf
ĵ,r
(A) is the Pfaffian of the submatrix of A obtained by removing the
jth and rth rows and columns. We will often write PfK(A) for the Pfaffian
of the submatrix on rows and columns K, and we always use the convention
Pf∅(A) = 1.
Theorem. For a subset I ⊆ [n], we have
(A.4) xI =
∑
K⊆[n]
K even
PfK(A(I)) yK ,
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where the sum is over subsets K of even cardinality.
See also [40, Corollary 2.4] for a related Pfaffian identity.
Proof. First we establish the formula for x∅. In fact, for any m ≤ n, we have
x0 · · · xm−1 · y =
∑
K⊆[m]
K even
PfK(A) yk′1
· · · y
k
′
s
· y,
where K ′ = {k′1 < · · · < k
′
s} = [m]rK. This is proved by induction on m, the
base case m = 0 being the tautology y = y. For the induction step, we compute
using the Laplace expansion formula:
x0 · · · xm · y = (−1)
mxm · x0 · · · xm−1 · y
= (−1)m
ym + m−1∑
j=0
ajmyj
 ∑
K⊆[m]
PfK(A)yk′1
· · · y
k
′
r
· y
=
∑
K⊆[m]
PfK(A)yk′1
· · · y
k
′
r
· ym · y
+
m−1∑
j=0
∑
K⊆[m]
(−1)majm PfK(A)yj · yk′1
· · · y
k
′
r
· y.
Note
yj · yk′1
· · · y
k
′
r
· y =
{
0 if j ∈ K;
(−1)a−1y
k
′
1
· · · ŷ
k
′
a
· · · y
k
′
r
· y if j = k′a ∈ K
′.
So the second sum above becomes∑
K
∑
j 6∈K
(−1)m+a−1ajm PfK(A)yk′′1
· · · y
k
′′
r−1
· y,
where K ′′ = K ′ r j. Combining the two and using Laplace expansion yields
the claimed formula for x∅.
The general case is similar. Using (A.3), it is equivalent to show
xi1 · · · xir · x∅ = (−1)
i1+···+ir
∑
K⊆[n]
K even
PfK(A(I)) yK ,
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and we do this by induction on r. Let I = {i1 < · · · < ir} and consider i > ir.
We compute:
xi1 · · · xir · xi · x∅ = (−1)
rxi · xi1 · · · xir · x∅
= (−1)r
∑
j
bjiyj
 (−1)i1+···+ir∑
K
PfK(A(I))yK
= (−1)r+i1+···+ir
∑
j
∑
K 6∋j
bjiPfK(A(I))yj · yK
= · · ·
= (−1)i+i1+···+ir
∑
K
PfK(A(I ∪ {i}))yK ,
as desired. 
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